GLOBAL CONNECTIONS
JAXPORT offers worldwide cargo service from dozens of ocean carriers, including direct service with Asia, South America, the Caribbean and other key markets.

TOP U.S. VEHICLE HANDLING PORT
Jacksonville is one of the nation’s busiest ports for total vehicle handling. The port moved more than 650,000 vehicles last year.

DEDICATED SPACE
Ro/Ro berths are located in close proximity to our newly improved storage lots dedicated to tracked units.

WIDE VARIETY OF SERVICES
Port partners move everything from generators and tractors to buses and boats quickly and efficiently.

IDEAL CONDITIONS
Jacksonville enjoys a stable labor situation and temperate climate year-round.

OUTSTANDING INTERMODAL CONNECTIONS
JAXPORT terminals are serviced by three U.S. interstates (I-10, I-95 and I-75), and the city has 40 daily train departures via three railroads: CSX, Norfolk Southern, and Florida East Coast Railway.

CUSTOMIZED SHIPPING SOLUTIONS
JAXPORT’s dedicated sales team offers customized shipping solutions tailored to the efficient handling of Ro/Ro cargo.

JAXPORT BY THE NUMBERS

70M+ CONSUMERS IN A ONE-DAY DRIVE

845K+ WORKFORCE IN NORTHEAST FLORIDA

100+ TRUCKING FIRMS

40 DAILY TRAINS

CONNECT WITH US

JIM BUTCHER
Northeast Representative
James.Butcher@JAXPORT.com
(516) 493-1935

JAXPORT.COM/HIGH-HEAVY-RORO